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▸Forward-thinking technology professionals coming together …
… to discover the next technological   

innovation,  
to develop international standards, 
to form communities, 
to share research and educate, 

in the spirit of collaboration 

The Fuel of IEEE
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Who we are 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More than 431,000 technologists in 160 countries driving technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity.Our Mission: To foster technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity.Our Vision: To be essential to the global technical community and to technical professionals everywhere, and to be universally recognized for the contributions of technology and of technical professionals in improving global conditionsToday, the IEEE brand is:- Trusted - Recognized as a global enabler of innovation- A provider of collaborative and research resources for those building our future- An invaluable membership organization that enables technological and career advancement



IEEE at a Glance 
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Global 
Reach

~431,000 Members

160+ Countries

46 Technical Societies 
& Councils

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Membership is the foundation upon which IEEE grows.- Today, IEEE is expanding in many ways: people, communities, nations, collaborative settings, intellectual properties, and more.IEEE is comprised of a variety of groups that are centered either around an area of interest or by geographic location.  Societies provide benefits to members within specialized fields of interest:Society peer-reviewed publications and conferencesSignificant discounts on society publications, conference registration, and other products An expansive professional network of worldwide technology experts in your fieldEngineering, as a profession, has benefitted immeasurably by the diverse professional societies that have been founded over the years.  These entities—like IEEE and like the numerous societies involved in the 2016 IEEE International Forum on Smart Grids for Smart Cities (SG4SC)—create a culture of inquiry in which similar minds can bring diverse experiences, viewpoints, and perspectives together, and bring forth truly wondrous accomplishments. 



IEEE at a Glance
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Technical 
Breadth

1,700+ Annual 
Conferences

4M+ Technical 
Documents

170+ Top-Cited 
Periodicals

1,160+ Active 
Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE conferences: The platform for new research:Today’s innovators come to IEEE conferences to share, collaborate, and investigate the latest researchHeld by the technical community, for the technical communityCutting-edge people, talking about cutting-edge topicsProvide a means for networking and communicationAllow participants to develop contacts in cross-specialty areasEach year, over 100,000 technical professionals attend the more than 1,600 conferences sponsored by IEEE.From microelectronics and microwaves to sensors and security, IEEE conferences cover relevant topics that showcase the depth and breadth of members’ technical fields.IEEE publicationsIEEE and our partners publish journals, magazines, and conference articles that advance theory and practice in key technology areasAllow for the assessment of quality through a peer review processMore than 75% of authors are from countries other than the U.S, all are published in EnglishAnnually ranked as leading publications in their respective fieldsAre a driving force behind today’s new patents IEEE leads as the most-cited publisher in new patents from the top patenting organizationsReferences to IEEE papers have increased 546% since 1997IEEE Standards IEEE is one of the leading producers of standards in the world. Standards drive the functionality, capabilities, and interoperability of a wide range of products and services that transform the way people live, work, and communicate.As the world becomes more integrated, there is a growing need for standards to help that connectivity. Standards provide the bricks and mortar for a globally level playing field for innovation. IEEE has been committed to standards development for over a century, for we believe that innovation can—and should—come from anywhere. Internationally recognized standards enable researchers in Brazil to work with their counterparts in Portugal to advance technology; they provide the common ground for companies in India and the United States to work together on product development. If innovation is the catalyst for technological advancement, standards are the catalysts that enable innovation.Most people have never heard of IEEE 802.11, but they know it as the Wi-Fi standard.  Or IEEE standard 802b which allows cell phones to talk to each other.One of the best examples might be the high voltage direct current (HVDC) standards development efforts IEEE recently led. These standards are already playing a crucial role in the transmission of electricity. In some instances, these HVDC standards are making more efficient national electricity grids. In other instances, such as several transnational power grids within Europe, they are bringing together electricity generation from renewable and other energy sources, and enabling the sharing of that generated electricity across borders.



IEEE at a Glance 
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Social 
Impact

Global Public Policy

Global Humanitarian 
Efforts

Continuing Education & 
Certification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The footprint of IEEE extends into the areas of public policy, humanitarian outreach, and professional development.Humanitarian: In recent years, IEEE has placed great emphasis on Humanitarian Technology Activities, instituting the Humanitarian Activities Committee (HAC) in 2016. The IEEE Humanitarian Activities Committee (HAC) works to support IEEE volunteers around the world who are carrying out and/or supporting impactful humanitarian activities at the local level; i.e., "feet on the ground.“ IEEE’s Special Interest Group on Humanitarian Technology (SIGHT) has active groups around the global working to use technology to improve people’s lives. Education: IEEE educational programs enable students and professionals to achieve their goals.IEEE education programs are part of our commitment to providing members with lifelong continuing education.IEEE professionals and students around the globe come to IEEE so they are better able to learn, excel, keep up to date, and partner for success.



Global Solutions to Global Challenges 
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Worldwide offices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE global presence: In April, 2016 - opened its second office in Shenzhen, China’s Silicon Valley, due to growth in the country and to better support engineers in that areaIn August, 2016 - opened an extension to our offices in Bangalore, India. We can accommodate more that 100 staff members. IEEE has signed a lease on our new office in Vienna, Austria. We will be co-located with the Austrian Standards Institute. IEEE Offices:Corporate Headquarters – New York City, USAOperations Centers – Piscataway, NJ, USAIEEE-USA – Washington, DC, USAIEEE Computer Society – Los Alamitos, CA, USA IEEE, Inc. Tax Registration, Brussels, Belgium Global IEEE Institute for Engineers, India, Bangalore India IEEE, Inc. Representative Office, Beijing, ChinaIEEE Beijing Office Extension in Shenzhen, Shenzhen, China IEEE Tax Registration, Tokyo, Japan IEEE Asia-Pacific Limited, Singapore 



Expanding Global Outreach 

▸IEEE collaborations around the world inspire innovation for those 
who develop and deliver technology solutions
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New technology connections 

New Markets

Local Programs

Product Innovation

Local Programs
Global means doing 

what is needed locally, 
everywhere.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaboration is about bringing people, ideas, and technology together for mutual benefit. Today, technologies are merging to create new solutions: New, cross-discipline collaborations are occurring that never have beforeNew doors are opening for innovation in most areas of technologyI believe our IEEE Future Directions Committee’s initiatives contain some of the best places to find IEEE members working on technologies with the capacity to change our world for the better. From Big Data and Cloud Computing to Smart Grid, Cybersecurity, and our Brain Initiative, IEEE members are working across diverse disciplines, pursuing varied and pioneering research avenues, and helping to shape the world we will soon be living in.



Future Directions Committee

▸IEEE focuses on what’s next—enabling innovation and the creation of 
new technologies
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IEEE’s innovation engine 

Big Data

Green ICT 

Smart Cities

Photovoltaics

Cybersecurity

Internet of Things 

Rebooting Computing

PhotovoltaicsSoftware Defined NetworksSmart Materials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IEEE Future Directions Committee (FDC), in association with Societies, Councils, and Operating Units within IEEE, anticipates and determines the direction of existing, new, and emerging technologies and related issues, and spearheads their investigation and development by IEEE. Taking a holistic view, the FDC emphasizes new, emerging technical areas and drives them to maturity within the IEEE infrastructure. Additionally, the FDC serves as a liaison to and fosters cooperative efforts among Societies, Councils, and industry to develop new products and services in emerging topics. Established in 2013Incubates latest innovations via emerging technologies and new applications of current technologies.Identifies opportunities to engage the engineering community and the general public. Works with IEEE organizations and external partners to focus on emerging technologies through technical, professional, and educational activities.Serves as a catalyst for new conferences, education, publications, and standards – to support new technologies.Act as Facilitator in transitioning Graduated Initiatives into operational entitiesKeeps members abreast of developments in their fields by, for example, announcing upcoming conferences and sending links to news articles. Provide a forum for members to discuss research topics and recent developments. Membership is included in IEEE membership. 



Future Directions Initiatives 
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Maturity Level

IEEE Smart 
matErIalS

www.ieee.org/futuredirections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IEEE technical communities are a growing ecosystem where the diversity of interests, competences, and needs find a fertile environment for discussion and enrichment. Out of this environment, IEEE membership becomes even more valuable. Combined membership in the communities formed around the groups that were created by the IEEE Future Directions Committee totaled more than 51,000 in 2016. Over the past year: The Internet of Things community enjoyed the most growth and now has nearly 10,000 members, up from a little more than 3,700 in 2014The cloud-computing group increased its ranks to more than 7,700 people from around 3,000The life-sciences community ended the year with more than 4,000 members after adding at least 1,700Graduated: IEEE Cloud ComputingIEEE Internet of Things IEEE Life Sciences IEEE SMARTGRID IEEE Transportation Electrification 

http://www.ieee.org/futuredirections


The IEEE Approach
The global catalyst, center-point, and facilitator of technology
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To the presenter:  This section is about how IEEE successfully leads meaningful activities that support and enable new technologies, people, communities, and governments worldwide. 



Global Convener on Public Policy

▸IEEE Global Public Policy Committee 
▸IEEE TechEthics™
▸The IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical 

Considerations in Artificial Intelligence 
and Autonomous Systems

▸The Society on Social Implications of 
Technology (SSIT) 
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International collaboration across the ethics landscape 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE goal is to be the bridge between the experts who understand the technologies, the policy makers who devise the regulatory environment, and the public who have varying levels of interaction and acceptance of new disruptive technologies.  The overall technology-related ethics landscape covers three key areas, each of which have IEEE engagement:-Professional guidelines that help define intended behavior by professionals in the field;-The impact of (and response to) professional behaviors in the context of those codes of ethics; and,-The ethical and societal impacts of the technologies themselves.IEEE is already working to identify needs and build consensus for standards, certifications, and codes of conduct regarding the implementation of intelligent technologies for engineers. The IEEE Global Public Policy Committee on  was formed in 2012 with the goal to enable IEEE to better serve as a global source of information to governments and to society-at-large about the social implications of technology and the roles that technology can play in enhancing quality of life and increasing prosperity. A new IEEE Ad Hoc Committee on Ethics Programs has been created by the IEEE Board of Directors for 2017 to coordinate and create synergy across the entire IEEE between these various activities.A new institute-wide umbrella program (IEEE TechEthics™) is under development in the technology ethics part of the landscape, with the goal of establishing IEEE as a visible thought leader in conversations about the ethical and societal impacts of technology. IEEE TechEthics™ will provide a platform for addressing ethical and societal implications across a variety of technology areas. The program launched with a focus on one technical area – artificial intelligence and autonomous systems (AI/AS) – and will grow over time. In April, IEEE launched a new IEEE Standards Association Industry Connections program: The IEEE Global Initiative for Ethical Considerations in Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems. The new Initiative is global, open and inclusive, welcoming all individuals or representatives of organizations dedicated to ethical considerations in the design of autonomous systems. The initiative's first meeting, the IEEE Symposium on Ethics of Autonomous Systems (SEAS Europe), took place at The World Forum in the Netherlands as part of the 22nd European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI). The IEEE Society on Social Implications of Technology examines how technology impacts the world, and how the application of technology can improve the world. 



IEEE Internet Initiative (3I) 

▸Provide a collaborative platform in the areas of Internet governance, 
cybersecurity, and privacy
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Meeting stakeholder needs

IEEE
INTERNET

INITIATIVE (3I)

POLICY 
EXPERTS

TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPERS

INDUSTRY 
EXPERTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About two and a half years ago, the IEEE took a long, hard look at the challenges of the Internet – how our way of life is threatened by privacy, security, Internet governance, phishing, spying, and hacking. And we, the IEEE and all of our engineers and technologists , asked what can we do to try to help solve this problem.  We created the IEEE Internet Initiative or 3I.  The purpose of the IEEE Internet Initiative is to bring together the technologists - who understand how the internet, devices, and the Internet of Things all work – with the policymakers – who try to solve the problems of society in other ways. To provide a collaborative platform for advancing solutions and informing global technology policymaking through a consensus of sound technical and scientific knowledge and guidance in the areas of Internet governance, cybersecurity, and privacy.IEEE 3I brings opportunities to participate in public-policy discussions and interface directly with policy experts – boosting technology developer awareness of policy issues and increasing their influence on policy.IEEE 3I provides a platform to help encourage policy that is informed by the technical community and industry voices to help fuel Internet innovation, sustainability and market growth.IEEE 3I provides a neutral, credible forum to help ensure trustworthy technology solutions and best practices in guiding Internet policymaking.3I facilitates the engagement of technology, industry, and policy experts in an open, collaborative environment for the collective benefit of all stakeholders.Regardless of the specific areas of Internet-related technology and policy you work in, nearly everyone has a stake in the future of Internet governance and the related issues of cybersecurity and privacy. Both technologists and policymakers can benefit from learning more about each other’s perspectives, challenges and opportunities. For technologists, an advanced awareness of public policy issues should lead to the development of sound technical solutions and best practices. For policymakers, access to technologists and an improved grasp of technology will help clarify the trade-offs inherent in related public policy choices and decisions.And the whole world can benefit from the trustworthy technology solutions and best practices we derive through debate bi-directional dialogue, and information exchange. Global conferences, workshops, and online collaboration on Internet governance, cybersecurity and privacy all enable this process. 



IEEE Internet Initiative (3I)

▸ Internet policy engagements and contributions (Policy Track)
- Develop position statements and policy communications
- Identify highest priority issues and develop associated action plans

▸Advancing internet inclusion (Inclusion Track)
- Enabling meaningful, practical, and effective internet usage for all
- Planning for April Internet Inclusion event underway

▸Strategic technology enablement (Technology Enablement Track)
- Harness IEEE expertise in addressing issues in internet governance, 

cybersecurity, privacy, and inclusion
- Tech Policy asset development, targeting three new papers for 2017
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2017 Working Groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internet policy engagements and contributions (Policy Track)Develop position statements and policy communicationsConnect technologists and policymakers to identify highest priority issues and develop associated action plansAdvancing internet inclusion (Inclusion Track)Advance solutions for enabling meaningful, practical, and effective internet usage for allPlanning for April Internet Inclusion event underwayStrategic technology enablement (Technology Enablement Track)Liaise with IEEE tech communities and initiatives (e.g., TA, SA, HAC, etc.) to harness expertise in addressing specific issues in internet governance, cybersecurity, privacy, and inclusionTech Policy asset development, targeting three new papers for 2017 with associated promotion plans through webinars, online publishing, and at relevant conferences



IEEE GlobalSpec Engineering360 Platform

▸Business-oriented, content-rich marketing 
platforms that drives traffic and audience 
engagement

▸Provides advertisers with a multi-media 
platform to access and engage directly 
with the engineering community

Largest online destination for engineers and technical professionals

www.engineering360.com www.electronics360.com www.datasheets360.com13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April 2016, IEEE acquired GlobalSpec, a leading source of news, data and analytics for the global engineering and technical community including the widely known brand name platform Engineering360. Engineering360 is the trusted and largest online destination for engineers and technical professionals.  Industry-leading editorial team that creates original, insightful, and timely content that drives traffic and audience engagement Provides advertisers with a multi-media marketing platform to access and engage directly with the engineering community:Display adsWebinarsBannersIndustrial ad networkSponsorshipContent marketingThe new for-profit subsidiary of IEEE has been renamed IEEE GlobalSpec, Inc. and will significantly complement IEEE’s already broad offerings for engineers as well as its emerging position in research analytics, further fueling the organization’s value to industry through its business-oriented, content rich marketing platforms. IEEE GlobalSpec At-A-Glance:-More than 8 million registered users-95 million technical documents-200+ million datasheets-220 million indexed technical webpages-1,100+ annual newsletter editions-200,000+ suppliers-82,000 product announcements-63,000 digitized catalogs-835 specification guides

http://www.engineering360.com/
http://www.electronics360.com/
http://www.datasheets360.com/


InnovationQ Plus 

▸Indexes IEEE full text publications with one of the largest 
global patent literature databases in the industry

- 3M+ documents from IEEE journals, conferences, and 
standards 

- Global database of 70M+ patents and applications 
- IP.com’s proprietary Prior Art Database
- Invention disclosures of licensable technology from 

universities
- Other non-patent literature including Pub Med and IETF
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Patent discovery and analysis 

http://innovationqplus.ieee.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InnovationQ Plus is our new innovation discovery and analytics platform that indexes the full text of IEEE Periodicals, Conferences, and Standards alongside a comprehensive, full text global patent database. This provides a single, integrated platform that accelerates an organization’s discovery of key insights and time to market. Powered by IP.com’s proprietary, cognitive retrieval engine, InnovationQ Plus rapidly sifts through big data to efficiently and accurately pinpoint relevant documents. The results enable organizations to make critical business decisions around patentability, freedom to operate, market landscape, and competitive intelligence.

http://innovationqplus.ieee.org/


15 https://ieee-collabratec.ieee.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE Collabratec™ is an integrated online community where technology professionals can network, collaborate, and create — all in one central hub:Connect with global technology professionals by location, technical interests, or career pursuitsAccess research and collaborative authoring toolsEstablish a professional identity to showcase key accomplishmentsThe IEEE Collabratec™ online community offers a suite of productivity tools and is available to technology professionals around the world with exclusive features for IEEE members.  Sign up is free for everyone.  Research, network and create, all while saving time. 

https://ieee-collabratec.ieee.org/


▸Over 400 IEEE Continuing Education online courses help industry 
professionals stay up to date on the latest technologies

▸Available Now:
- Hacking Your Company: Ethical Solutions to Defeat Cyber Attacks
- Cyber Security for Today’s Environment

▸Coming Soon: 
- The IEEE Guide to the Internet of Things (April) 
- NESC Standards Courses (April)
- The IEEE Wake-Up Radio Road Map (Fall)
- Artificial Intelligence and Ethics in Design (Fall)
- Autonomous Vehicles (Fall)

Training for Industry Professionals

16

New 2017 IEEE programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE education programs are part of our commitment to providing members with lifelong continuing education.IEEE professionals around the globe come to IEEE so they are better able to learn, excel, keep up to date, and partner for success.These are the newest programs being offered in 2017.Presenter, additional notes:All online courses will be available through IEEE Xplore. http://ieeexplore.ieee.org Programs are available for purchase via a perpetual license.Specially-priced bundle available including companion programs Cyber Security for Today’s Environment and Hacking Your Company: Ethical Solutions to Defeat Cyber Attacks.



Creating the Next Generation of IEEE
Outcome of Post-Syntegration Strategy Session 

IEEE Proprietary



What should IEEE look like in 2025 to 
appeal to and serve young 

professionals and other underserved 
communities globally, and what 

should IEEE do to get there?

18

IEEE Proprietary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The retreat was comprised of a three-day strategy session entitled “Creating the Next Generation of IEEE.”  Young professionals from around the world, as well as the past and current Women in Engineering Committee Chairs, joined the IEEE Board of Directors and IEEE Management Council to answer the question: What should IEEE look like in 2025 to appeal to and serve young professionals and other underserved communities globally, and what should IEEE do to get there?



Session Objectives

19

▸ Determine what a membership society 
like IEEE should look like in the future

▸ Find new ways to appeal to and better 
serve young professionals (including 
women and diverse global populations)

▸ Create long- and short-term plans to 
undertake the required transformation

▸ Engage leaders from across IEEE to                    
co-create the plan and gain their buy-in 
and alignment

IEEE Proprietary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These strategy-focused activities were designed to provide an enhanced focus on the session objectives to: • Determine what a membership society like IEEE should look like in the future• Find new ways to appeal to and better serve young professionals (including women and diverse global populations)• Create long- and short-term plans to undertake the required transformation• Engage leaders from across IEEE to co-create the plan and gain their buy-in and alignmentThe outcome of the session culminated in 12 related topics, which where further narrowed down to 3 areas of focus for 2017 at a follow-up session held with a subset of the retreat participants at the February BoD meeting. 



What Emerged…

In 2025 and beyond, IEEE is positioned to appeal to and effectively serve young professionals 
and other underserved communities globally.

[1] Engage, Enable, and Empower 
Diverse Global Communities

[2] Serve IEEE’s Communities of 
the Future

[3] Support the Development of 
Young Professionals

Strategies

A. Build the right infrastructure to 
enhance engagement and 
communications with top notch 
user experience 

B. Tailor the membership model to 
meet the needs of diverse 
communities

C. Futureproof our engagement 
model

A. Recognize the importance and 
promise of the African Continent

B. Create a global entrepreneurship 
and innovation ecosystem

A. Create a volunteer ecosystem to 
provide opportunities for Young 
Professionals

B. Serve industry at the 
intersection of the supply and 
demand for talent 

20

IEEE Proprietary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The session featured a small cross-section of the participants from the January Board Retreat, which focused on “Creating the Next Generation of IEEE,” and refined the recommendations into three strategic areas of focus for 2017.  To ensure that in 2025 and beyond, IEEE is positioned to appeal to and effectively serve young professionals and other underserved communities globally, we must: • Engage, Enable, and Empower Diverse Global Communities • Serve IEEE’s Communities of the Future• Support the Development of Young ProfessionalsNext steps include engaging leaders from across IEEE to ensure alignment and successful execution. 
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Appendix 

22



Engage, Enable, and Empower Diverse Global Communities

▸ Build the right infrastructure to enhance engagement and communications with top notch 
user experience

- Build the right infrastructure to enhance engagement and communications with the best user 
experience--a portal driven by analytics

• Use customers' data to drive communications and segmentation of customer type (categories) and 
include recognition of contributions

▸ Tailor the membership model to meet the needs of diverse communities
- Launch a corporate membership for IEEE

• Pilot in 2017 with between 2 and 3 corporations; consider in package offering industry distinguished 
lecturers, trend papers, education, innovation workshops, management, etc.

▸ Futureproof our engagement model
- Consider appointment of a Young Professional as a non-voting member of the BoD
- Foster collaboration on Strategic Agenda with underserved communities

23

Recommendations

IEEE Proprietary



Serve IEEE’s Communities of the Future

▸ Recognize the importance and promise of the African Continent
- Propose a non-voting member of the IEEE Board representing Africa
- IEEE Ad Hoc Committee on Activities in Africa to become a standing committee
- Consider 2020 BoD meeting and Sections Congress to be held in South Africa
- Develop an effective multi-format communication strategy for Africa

▸ Create a global entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystem
- Create a series of local entrepreneurial activities in 3-5 low GDP countries with a reasonably 

strong IEEE presence
- Develop an ecosystem to support entrepreneurial activity where we can house and leverage all 

diverse assets we have in IEEE

24

Recommendations

IEEE Proprietary



Support the Development of Young Professionals

▸ Create a volunteer ecosystem to provide opportunities for Young Professionals
- Develop VO4YP (Volunteer Opportunities for Young Professionals) Program

▸ Serve industry at the intersection of the supply and demand for talent
- Develop Service Navigator

• Develop Service Navigator as a handheld app connected back into IEEE Talent Marketplace and 
contributing to Xplore for Practitioners

- IEEE Talent Marketplace
• Develop back end for Service Navigator and connected to Xplore for Practitioners; delivers 

information to corporate and personalized services for members
- IEEE Xplore for Practitioners 

• Store for data for practitioners, such as code, VMS development information, etc.

25

Recommendations

IEEE Proprietary
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